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We demonstrate that two harmonic sources generated independently in a xenon gas jet using
same picosecond Nd:YAG laser are locked in phase. The experiment is performed by separatin
laser beam into two parallel beams focused at different locations under the nozzle of a gas jet, a
therefore producing two independent sources of harmonic radiation, and studying the pattern obtain
in the far field when the radiations from these sources interfere. A high and robust fringe visibility i
obtained. [S0031-9007(97)03735-6]

PACS numbers: 32.80.Rm, 42.65.Ky
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High-order harmonic generation (HG) in gases ha
attracted considerable attention in the last few yea
motivated by the potential of the harmonic radiation t
become a useful coherent source in the extreme ultravio
(XUV) range. Although fundamental aspects of HG hav
been extensively studied [1], many issues regarding t
use of harmonics as a practical source of high-frequen
radiation remain to be explored. Efforts are being mad
in improving and measuring the conversion efficienc
[2], in extending the available energy range [3,4], an
in characterizing the properties of the harmonic radiatio
spatial coherence [5], angular emission [6–8] and pul
duration [9,10]. In the present work, we investigat
aspects related to the temporal coherence of the harmo
radiation. More precisely, we study whether we ca
create twophase-lockedsources of harmonic radiation,
with enough coherence so that when the two beam
overlap in the far field, an interference pattern is created

To create “phase-locked” harmonic sources might see
trivial at first glance: Harmonic generation is a cohere
process and there should be a well-defined phase relat
between the generated and the driving fields. This impli
that two sources of harmonics, created by two puls
originating from the same laser, should be locked
phase. However, theoretical studies of the single-ato
response of an atom exposed to a strong laser field sh
that the phase of the high-order harmonics varies rapid
with the laser intensity [11]. Since the atom experienc
different intensities as a function of time during the lase
pulse, the intensity-dependent phase is expected to le
to a frequency chirp of the generated field [11,12], whic
might obscure this phase locking. Only if the intensitie
in the two beams are exactly matched at every insta
during the laser pulse are the two harmonic sourc
expected to have a constant phase relationship during
pulse, and hence be mutually coherent. The motivati
for the present Letter is to demonstrate the phase locki
between two harmonic sources created by the same la
0031-9007y97y79(6)y1006(4)$10.00
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and to study its sensitivity with respect to differences
the intensities of the driving fields for the two sources.

Our experimental setup presents some analogies w
Young’s double slit experiment. We create harmonics
two different foci separated by a small distance and o
serve the interference pattern in the far field. Note t
fundamental difference with Young’s double slit exper
ment: The radiations from the two sources are not
rectly emerging from the same plane wave (and theref
locked in phase), but are generated through the proc
of high-order harmonic generation. The experiments
performed using a picosecond laser system focused
jet of xenon atoms. We find that the generated harmon
from the 7th to the 17th, lead to a good and robust frin
visibility. We have performed detailed calculations sim
lating the experimental conditions and find that intensi
dependent phase shifts can indeed remain negligible, w
into the plateau region of high-order harmonic generatio
i.e., into a very interesting wavelength range in the e
treme ultraviolet.

We begin by introducing some notations, which a
similar to those used to describe Young’s double slit e
periment. We consider two harmonic sources of radiat
separated by a distanced and measure the interferenc
pattern in an observation plane placed at a distanceL
from the sources. In the ideal case, where the sour
are perfectly phase locked, quasimonochromatic, with
intensity-dependent phase and no chirp, the intensity
the total field at a point with ordinateY in the observation
plane reads as

I  I1 1 I2 1 2
p

I1I2 cos

µ
2p

dY
lL

∂
, (1)

whereI1, I2 are the intensities of the two harmonic beam
at the same point andl the harmonic wavelength. The
visibility, or contrast of the fringes, defined byV 
sImax 2 ImindysImax 1 Imind is, in this simple case,
equal to2

p
I1yI2ys1 1 I1yI2d. V is equal to 1 when the
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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harmonic pulses have the same intensity and decrea
with the harmonic intensity ratio. How rapidlyV de-
creases with the intensity ratio of the twofundamental
pulses reflects, in this ideal case, how rapidly the ha
monicstrengthvaries with the laser intensity.

For a generation process inducing a frequency chir
i.e., a temporal variation of the instantaneous frequen
during the laser pulse, however, the decrease of t
visibility with the intensity ratio depends also on how
rapidly the harmonicphasevaries with the laser intensity.
The instantaneous fringe pattern, at any given time (t)
during the laser pulse, reads as

Istd  I1std 1 I2std 1 2
q

I1stdI2std

3 cos

∑
2p

dY
lL

1 f1std 2 f2std
∏

, (2)

wheref1std, f2std are the phases of the generated fields
the observation point at timet. The observed interference
pattern is obtained by integratingIstd over the pulse
duration. Iff1std 2 f2std varies significantly during the
laser pulse (i.e., by more thanøp over the time during
which harmonics are generated), the fringe pattern will b
washed out upon time integration.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The outp
from a mode-locked Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm, 35 ps) [13
is focused by a 255 mm focal length lens (f#  30) and
then split into two spatially displaced parallel beams o
equal intensities but orthogonal polarizations in a be
barium borate (BBO) crystal. The axes of the crysta
are oriented at 45± with respect to the laser polarization.
A polarizer placed after the crystal transmits a commo
polarization component in the two beams. By rotating th
polarizer, the intensity ratio between the two beams ca
be continuously varied. The distance between the tw
beams, and consequently between the two foci, isd ø
150 mm, while the beam waist diameter in each focus
less than50 mm. The two sources of harmonic radiation
are hence well separated in space and independent of e
other. The maximum intensity in each of the two foc
is estimated to be slightly above1013 Wycm2. Harmonic
radiation of a particular order (ranging between the 7
and the 17th) is selected by a normal-incidence spheric

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
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grating and imaged onto a micro-channel-plate detect
(MCP), coupled to a charged-coupled device camera. T
distance (L) from the focal plane of the spectrometer an
the observation plane is about 75 cm.

An example of a recorded far-field pattern for the 13t
harmonic is shown in Fig. 2(a). The intensities in th
two beams are approximately equal. Interference fring
are clearly visible. Their position is very stable on a

FIG. 2. (a) Interference pattern for the 13th harmonic fo
equal intensities of the two laser pulses, (b) integration of th
fringe pattern shown in (a), and (c) theoretical simulation in th
same conditions. The solid line has been obtained for equ
intensities, the dashed line for an intensity ratio of 0.75.
1007
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shot-to-shot basis. The recording has been obtained
integrating over 30 laser shots. However, similar resu
are obtained in single-shot recordings as well. Figure 2(
shows the integration of the fringe pattern in the vertic
direction. The contrast of the fringes is 30%. The fring
interval is measured to be 0.44 mm, which agrees wi
the expected intervali  lLyd  0.41 mm. We find
that the interference pattern is rather robust, and that
can be observed, with varying degrees of contrast, ev
when the peak intensities in the two foci differ by almos
a factor of 2. It is also observed to be independent
the position of the gas jet relative to the laser focus, ov
the length over which harmonics can be observed (a fe
mm). In Fig. 3, we show two fringe patterns obtained wit
the 9th harmonic. The fringe interval is larger than fo
the 13th harmonic, 0.6 mm, directly reflecting the longe
wavelength. Figure 3(a) is obtained with approximate
equal intensities for the two laser pulses, while in Fig. 3(b
the laser intensity ratio is about 0.6. The contrast decrea
in this case from 30% to 6%. The contrast is neve
observed to be better than,30% for single-shot recordings

FIG. 3. Interference patterns for the 9th harmonic fo
(a) equal laser intensities and (b) an intensity ratio equal to 0
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and does not improve significantly with averaging. Som
of the laser shots, apparently in a random fashion, do n
lead to any fringe pattern: we believe this might reve
some instability of the driving laser itself. Unfortunately
this prevents us from performing systematic quantitati
measurements, e.g., of the contrast as a function of the la
intensity ratio.

To interpret the experimental results, we have pe
formed numerical simulations for conditions close to th
experimental ones. The method is described in a pre
ous Letter [11]. It uses the strong field approximation fo
the single-atom response and the slowly varying envelo
approximation for the propagation of the generated fie
The fringe pattern is obtained by numerically superposin
in the far field, the two harmonic fields generated in ea
focus. The result obtained for the 13th harmonic is show
in Fig. 2(c). The solid line shows the result for equal in
tensities of the two laser pulses (1.5 3 1013 Wycm2); the
curve in the dashed line is obtained for an intensity rat
of 0.75. The theoretical results compare well with the e
perimental one. The fringe interval and the total numb
of fringes observed (which depends on the harmonic a
gular distribution) are very similar. The contrast is equ
to 1 for equal intensities, as expected, and decreases w
the intensity ratio (it is 30% for an intensity ratio of 0.75)
In Fig. 4, we examine the variation of the total phas
for the 13th harmonic field in xenon as a function o
time for two different peak intensities:0.75 3 1013 (dot-
dashed line) and1.5 3 1013 Wycm2 (solid line). We con-
sider a point in the observation plane on axis. The pha
variation of the propagated field is found to be approx
mately quadratic. The total phase variationf1std 2 f2std
over 30 ps is about 0.8 rad. This does not induce a s
nificant displacement of the fringe pattern. In Fig. 5, w
plot the contrast as a function of the laser intensity rat
using a maximum intensity of1.5 3 1013 Wycm2 (full
squares). As in the experiment, the contrast decrea
rather slowly with the intensity ratio. The influence of th

FIG. 4. Calculated phase variation for the 13th harmon
in xenon at peak intensities of 1.5 (solid line) and0.75 3
1013 Wycm2 (dot-dashed line). The harmonic intensity i
indicated by the dashed line.
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FIG. 5. Fringe contrast as a function of laser intensity rat
for the 13th harmonic in xenon (solid squares) and for the 43
harmonic in neon (solid circles). The curves with the emp
symbols (squares for the 13th harmonic and circles for the 43
harmonic) are obtained without accounting for the intensit
dependent phase variation.

intensity-dependent phase variation is shown by comp
ing the full squares to the empty ones, obtained by setti
artificially f1std  f2std in Eq. (2). As expected from
Fig. 4, the effect of the phase variation is practically neg
ligible. These numerical data are in very good agreeme
with the experimental results and give a rather simp
explanation to the phase locking: the intensity-depende
phase variation is not important enough, in the cases
vestigated, to induce a significant chirp of the harmon
fields.

In order to complement these results, we have al
performed numerical simulations in conditions where
significant frequency chirp of the generated radiation h
been predicted [11,12]. Such conditions are realize
in the case of the 43rd harmonic, of 150 fs, 790 nm
radiation, generated in neon at a maximum intensi
of 5 3 1014 Wycm2. The results are shown by the
circles in Fig. 5. As expected, in contrast to the 13t
harmonic in Xe, there is a significant effect of the phas
variation. Consequently, the contrast decreases rapi
with the intensity ratio. This is due to the displacemen
of the fringe pattern during the pulse, induced by th
intensity-dependent frequency chirp. It might therefore b
difficult to obtain, experimentally, robust fringe pattern
by superposing two high-order harmonic fields. Howeve
by reducing as much as possible the linear chirp [14
which can be done by optical techniques, or, possibly,
imparting to the fundamental pulse a chirp with opposi
sign, most of the phase variation should be eliminate
and a more robust fringe pattern could be obtained.

A direct application of the phase locking is the genera
tion of coherent XUV radiation whose degree of polariza
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tion can be continuously controlled. This can simply b
achieved in the present setup by removing the polariz
after the BBO crystal (see Fig. 1), so that the two gene
ted harmonic beams are cross polarized and the total fi
has a degree of ellipticity varying from circular to linea
in space. To check this idea, in addition to removing th
polarizer, we place an XUV polarizer (a gold-coated mi
ror at a 45± angle of incidence) before the MCP detecto
We indeed obtain interference patterns similar to the on
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. By placing a slit perpendicula
to the direction defined by the two foci, it is possible t
obtain XUV radiation with a given degree of polarization

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that harmonics
“moderately” high orders, such as those produced by
cosecond laser systems at relatively modest intensit
are coherent, in the sense that they lead to stable
terference patterns. This makes it possible to split t
laser beam into two and to generate two independent
phase-locked beams at the new frequency, which can
directly used, for example, in an interferometry exper
ment. This result opens perspectives for applications su
as polarimetry, interferometry, holography, or even hig
resolution Ramsey spectroscopy in this short waveleng
region.
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